news from our chapters
Central North Carolina

This chapter hosts most of Central North Carolina
including Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill. The
1988-89 officers are S. Pal Ayra, chairman; Allan
Huber, vice chairman; Ruth Aiken, secretary; Brian
Eder, treasurer. The correspondence staff is Rodney
Gonski, editor, with reporting staff Al Riodan, N C S U ;
Thomas Pierce, EPA; and Peter Robinson, UNC.
The first meeting was held on 28 September 1988
in conjunction with the second national winter
weather workshop sponsored by the National
Weather Service. The guest speaker for the evening
was Ralph Petersen from NOAA, N W S / N M C . He
gave an informative discussion of current N M C numerical modeling and numerical modeling for the
1990s. His discussion was followed by a group
discussion of the models.
The second meeting on 20 October 1988 included
students from two area universities—University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and N. C. State University. These students presented a brief synopsis of
their research papers, which had topics including
heat stress, air pollution dispersion, precipitation
distributions and watersheds, inland evolution of a
coastal front, methods for correcting PAM II pressures
during gale, and flushing of heavy gas in a valley by
cross winds.
The purpose of this type of meeting was to introduce
students to our A M S Chapter and to make our members aware of the on-going research in various aspects
of meteorology and climatology. The members responded well to the research presentations and suggested that this be done annually.

Lyndon State College

The first meeting of the year was held 8 September
1988 with a total of 25 members and 26 guests
attending. This was an organizational meeting to
reform the structure of the club and to make the
club's role more active at the college.
President Robert Fenner opened the meeting by
introducing the new officers, and the Constitution
Committee, which includes officers and invited guests
Andrew Cox and David Vallee. The Constitution
Meeting reports received at headquarters before 15 November
1988 are included. Copy from chapter representatives should
be typed double-spaced and submitted to the news editor in
duplicate.—News Ed.
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Committee will overhaul the chapter's outdated constitution.
David Santoro, vice president, gave a brief look
into the chapter's upcoming Forecasting Contest and
the National Forecasting Contest.
A small discussion on joining the National Chapter
membership and other topics was given by Matthew
Lazzara, secretary. The activities for the year, which
include movies, picnics, guest speakers, and the
annual Northeast Storm Conference, were reviewed
by Lisa Brule, activities and public relations director.
The second meeting was held on 10 October 1988.
Fenner opened the meeting with a summation of the
club's past and completed activities. The 31 member
chapter held their fall picnic, formed committees for
future activities, and started their film series with
much success.
Santoro gave an update on the contests that the
club has underway. In addition to ongoing contests,
the club set up the snowfall contest to guess the date
of the first inch of snow at the college.
Brule spoke on the posters the club is getting from
the Society. She also encouraged the club to continue
attending the films series.
Guest speaker Steven Moleski from the Fairbanks
Museum in St. Johnsbury, Vermont, gave an interesting talk on Vermont and the precipitation regime
of the region. He is a graduate of Lyndon State
College and a former worker at the Weather Channel.

Metropolitan State College

Seventeen members attended the second meeting
held 12 October 1988.
Guest speaker Ed Szoke, a research scientist at
NCAR who has done extensive research on the 15
June Denver tornadoes, gave an interesting presentation. He first showed soundings, mesonet and
profiler data, and radar and satellite images of the
times and events preceding the formation of the
tornadoes. He then showed video recordings of the
actual tornadoes.
After the presentation, the regular business meeting
was held. The Christmas party was scheduled for 10
December, and various other activities were discussed. The annual T-shirt contest followed, with
Peter Gouge the clear winner.

Millersville University

At the first meeting, held 8 September 1988, guest
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THE CT12K LASER
CEILOMETER

AND
SOUND.

It's making airports safer The CT12K
can detect cloud ceilings up to
12,000 ft. and operates reliably in all
weather conditions. That's why the
NWS has specified the CT12K to
replace rotating beam ceilometers
at all major airports. That's why the
FAA has certified the CT12K for use
in AWOS systems. And that's why
the WMO has found the CT12K far
superior to rotating beam equipment.
With increasing air traffic, the need
for automated, real-time cloud-base
reports is critical for safe airport
operation. It's available today from
Vaisala. Call or write Vaisala, Inc.
2 Tower Office Park, Woburn, MA
01801. Tel: (617) 933-4500
Fax: (617) 933-8029
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speaker Kevin Roth, the chapter's vice president,
presented a 30 minute discussion on his experience
as an intern at the Allentown National Weather
Service Office during the summer of 1987.
Roth began by describing how undergraduate students may find and apply for internships and cooperative education opportunities. He then elaborated
on his duties at Allentown and related his experience
as a meteorological intern. Roth concluded with a
brief synopsis of his experience as a N O A A broadcaster.
Hurricane Gilbert was the focus of the second
meeting held 27 September 1988. Eric Proebstle, a
senior meteorology student at Millersville University
and a tropical weather enthusiast, gave a 20 minute
discussion on the formation and movement of Hurricane Gilbert. Following the discussion the group
viewed a video tape featuring the strongest Atlantic
Hurricane. The meeting concluded by taking up a
cash collection that was sent to the Lancaster County
Chapter of the American Red Cross. The $60 that
was raised will be directed toward relief in Jamaica.

New York City/Long Island Chapter

The 17 September 1988 meeting, this year's first,
was held in conjunction with the fiftieth commemoration of the Hurricane of 1938. The meeting was
held at Sachem High School in Ronkonkoma, Long
Island, under sponsorship of the Long Island Weather
Observers and the Atlantic Coast Observer Network
(ACON). The day-long Saturday session featured
speakers, workshops, and survivors who experienced
the hurricane. Nick Gregory, meteorologist on Fox
TV channel 5 hosted the program.
Weather historian David Ludlum recounted storms
that occurred as far back as the 18th century and have
reached the northeast with great intensity. The most
noted storm occurred in 1815.

Chris Crowley, chief meteorologist at the National
Weather Service Forecast Office at Rockefeller Center, reconstructed the history of the '38 storm.
Steve Thomas of the N e w York City National
Weather Service Office detailed the history of hurricane forecasting, bringing technology up to the latest
tool, referred to as the S L O S H model.
Residents who experienced the storm on Long
Island spoke with vivid recollection and passion about
the experience, as if it recently occurred. A Westhampton resident observed winds gusting to 100
mph during the storm surge over the dunes.
Richard Henrickson, a farmer in Bridgehampton,
spoke with emotion about the destruction of his dairy
farm. He recalled the wind gusting between 110 to
125 mph and salt water carried 3 miles inland
flooding his property. W h e n the storm abated, live-
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stock and buildings were lost, trees uprooted, orchards devastated, and the roof of his home carried
away.

Patricia Shuttleworth, a former Saltaire, Fire Island
resident, recalled a birthday party being celebrated
as the storm approached. Residents were warned by
a truck with a loud speaker to stay indoors. She
observed the boardwalk collapse, then her home
flooded.
Hurricane observer Joe Gasdardi, an Accu-Weather
forecaster, compared noted post-1938 hurricanes in
terms of intensity and behavior. Gloria followed a
similar track to the '38 storm. Fortunately the recent
storm approached Long Island at low tide. W e should
be concerned when these cyclones are in the South
Atlantic in a grid bounded by 74°-77°W and 25°-30°
N. In 1944, a storm approached, but was much
weaker. The big year for hurricanes was 1954, when
three storms caused destruction along the East Coast:
Carol, Edna, and Hazel. A study of these storms
reveals what attributes are needed for a good coastal
hit in the N e w York/New England area.
Four workshops allowed the approximately 125
attendees the opportunity to focus on an aspect of
the event which was of a particular interest: a session
with survivors, a slide show of damage, the high

Director, Georgia Tech School
of Geophysical Sciences
Georgia Institute of Technology invites nominations and
applications for the position of Director of the School of
Geophysical Sciences. It is anticipated that the appointment will begin Fall quarter 1989. We seek an individual
with a Ph.D. in Atmospheric Sciences, Earth Sciences or
a related discipline. Candidates will be evaluated on the
basis of demonstrated leadership qualities, administrative,
research and teaching experience, and capabilities to administer interdisciplinary research and educational programs.
The School of Geophysical Sciences has 21 Ph.D.-level
academic and research faculty. The School offers M.S.
and Ph.D. degree programs in Atmospheric Chemistry,
Atmospheric Sciences, Geochemistry and Geophysics.
Current enrollment includes 43 Ph.D. students and 25 M.S.
students, with student majors approximately evenly divided
between the Atmospheric and Earth Sciences program
elements.
Nominations and applications should be sent to Dr.
C. G. Justus, Chairman Director Search Committee,
School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0340. Applications should include complete vitae and the names, addresses and
telephone numbers of at least three references. Interested
persons are encouraged to apply by January 15, 1989, at
which time processing and evaluation of applications will
begin.
Georgia Tech is a member of the University System of
Georgia and an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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If you'd rather be making
weather forecasts than
doing business
projections...

We're looking for an accredited meteorologist with, an established forecasting business in the Central or
Western United States.
... Someone who wants to deal with
incoming fronts, instead of incoming
hills.
...Someone who cares more about a
CCM than an MBA.
... Someone who prefers to watch
the clouds, not the balance sheet.
Now, you can merge your client
base into one of the fastest-growing
weather service companies in the
United States. Take advantage of brand
new facilities — including state-of-theart technology, beautiful new offices,
and a professional approach — where
your clients will thrive.
Enjoy excellent fringe benefits
while you work in one of the nation's
newest, best-equipped weather forecasting centers.
If you're ready to get back to the
real business of weather forecasting,
and out of the business of "doing business", call us..

WeaiheeData

(316) 265-9127
INC.
Mike Smith, CCM
President
WeatherData, Inc.
825 N. Main Wichita, KS 67203

school's weather center and classroom instruction,
and a photographic display of the 1938 event and a
storm track of Hurricane Gilbert.
Roger Brickner, author of a book on the hurricane
entitled, "The Long Island Express," detailed the
movement of the storm by time period. He raised the
point of how forecasters could not notice the conditions leading to the storm. Brickner spoke from a recreation of surface weather maps, noting the position
of fronts that should not have been ignored. A sharp
contrast of warm and cold air, and heavy rain existed
over the northeast. At noon a warm front was observed moving to the west, with cold air southwest
of the storm. Gales were occurring on Long Island
by 2 P.M., but still no warning of the storm was given
by the Weather Bureau. By 3 P.M. when the storm
hit Long Island, barometic pressure was approximately 27.80 inches at its center.
David Tolleris of Compu-Weather talked about
" W h a t Happened To Gloria." He believes that the
forecast was somewhat off. The warning was proper,
since the storm could have caused major flood
damage to New York City, especially its subway
system, had Gloria hit the City with all her fury.
The day ended with a dramatic newsreel showing
the actual destruction from the 1938 storm. W e hope
that better monitoring and forecasting methods will
prevent a disaster like this from reoccurring without
adequate warnings.

Northwest Louisiana

Approximately 25 members and guests gathered on
27 September at The Teddy Bear Sandwich Shop in
Bossier City.
In old business, Scott Breit presented the details
for a chapter golf outing. Several members will gather
at Querbes Golf Course on 15 October for this minitournament.
Ernie Ethridge of Shreveport N W S Office and Todd
Warren of KTBS-TV discussed Hurricane Gilbert. Our
review focused on the factors surrounding Gilbert's
rapid intensification and basic straight-line movement: the weak upper-air flow and the warmer than
normal water temperatures of the Caribbean Sea.
Seemingly, because of the weak steering currents,
Gilbert's path was dominated by its own momentum.
Gilbert's straight path was well against climatology
for the month of September, in that the storm never
recurved, as was the tendency expressed in the
operational storm forecasts.

The membership also expressed its concern that
even though the current state of the art allows tropical
storms and hurricanes to be well tracked and to be
forecast with some accuracy, there still appears to be
much apathy among the public when it comes to heeding storm warnings and taking protective actions. •
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CL/MATRON/CS...
For All Your Meteorological System Requirements.
INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS
Climatronics configures custom integrated systems for all
meteorological applications. Our Automatic Meteorological
Observation System (AMOS), for example, integrates data
collection, data processing and communications equipment.
Developed for modern CAT III international airports, AMOS
is installed at Kimpo Airport, Seoul, Korea.
MET INSTRUMENTA
TION
In addition to our systems integration capabilities, we also
market pre-packaged instrumentation and systems, such as
our portable electronic weather station (EWS) and utility
wind systems (UWS).

For further information

CLimn

contact:

CORPORATION

SENSOR
TECHNOLOGY
Climatronics' engineers have developed advanced sensor
systems, including a bivane three dimensional wind sensor,
aspirated shields and reliable wind speed/direction sensors
and indicators.
COMMUNICA
T/ONS
Climatronics has extensive experience in the design and
packaging of communications systems, including the
application of custom modem technology. Our UHF or VHF
systems, for example, collect data from remote locations,
process and transmit it to varied user terminals.
RESEARCH
fir
DEVELOPMENT
Working under National Science Foundation grants,
Climatronics is developing the next generation of advanced
meteorological instrumentation. Currently under
development are a hand-held self-orienting weather station
and an innovative wind sensor using thermal technology.

140 Wilbur PI., Airport Int'l. Plaza, Bohemia, NY 11716
(516) 567-7300 • TWX: 510-100-7669 • FAX: (516) 567-7585

Our 21st year of MET product research & development.
CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ZEPHYR
PUTS YOU IN CONTROL OF
THE WEATHER.
For years Zephyr has brought you the most
complete weather information available. Now we're
bringing you two ways to control it.
Weather Maps
With hundreds of DIFAX charts produced daily, our
Alden Digital Printer Interface (DPI) lets you select
only those DIFAX charts you want to receive on your
Alden dot-matrix printer.
The DPI's keypad makes it easy to enter data,
whether selecting the charts you want, or choosing
high-resolution or normal-resolution printing.
And the built-in LCD guides you through the programming, then displays the chart number as it's
being received.
Alphanumeric Data
With our WEATHERCAPTURE software programs, you select just the data you want from any of

our five alphanumeric weather services (DDS, PPS,
IDS, FAA 604 and Zephyr Domestic Plus).
You choose the information you want, then decide
how—and when—you want to get it. Print it now,
print it later—or store it for future use.
And More
Zephyr is a subsidiary of Alden Electronics, the
world's leading manufacturer of weather display systems. The Alden/Zephyr connection means you have
a single source for all of your weather needs, from
data to hardware.
For complete information on how Zephyr can put
you in control of your weather, call or write Zephyr
Weather Information
/ f i ™ » y » f f e \ r i i m/za
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Westboro, MA 01581.
(617) 898-3511.
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Weather Information Service
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